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I N D U S T R Y  U P D A T E

Most upfitters have customers’ 
vehicles in their shop at 
some point — whether 
those vehicles belong to 
municipalities, utilities, 
contractors or even bailment 
pools. Regardless of which 
category the shop fits into, you 
have must ensure customer 
vehicles are protected 
adequately while in your 

liability”, “direct excess” or 
“direct primary” basis. 

Garage Keepers  
Legal Liability 
Coverage
This form of insurance 
provides comprehensive and 
collision coverage for your 
customers’ vehicles only if 
you are legally liable for that 
damage. For example, if a 
space heater is left on and the 
shop catches fire, damaging 
a customer’s vehicles, you 
would be directly liable. In 
this scenario, the insurance 
policy pays for the damage. 
However, if your customer’s 

vehicle is parked outside of the 
shop and someone veers off 
the main road and crashes into 
it, you are not legally liable for 
that damage. Your insurance 
policy would not respond and 
the customer would work with 
their own insurance company 
for remedy.

Garage Keepers 
Direct Excess 
Coverage
This insurance offering 
provides comprehensive 
and collision coverage for 
your customers’ vehicles 
regardless of your legal liability. 
However, it will only pay on 
an “excess” basis — meaning, 
it will pay after the customer’s 
own insurance policy limits 
are exhausted, if their policy 
does not respond to the 
particular type of claim, or in 
the unlikely event they have 
no coverage at all. So, using 
the previous examples, the 
Direct Excess policy would 
respond to both losses, but 
only after your customer’s 
insurance pays.

Garage Keepers 
Direct Primary 
Coverage 
This coverage will pay for 
comprehensive and collision 
for damage to your customers’ 
vehicles regardless of your 
legal liability in a loss. It 
will also pay “first-dollar”. 
This means your policy 
would pay for the entire loss, 
without consideration of your 
customers’ own insurance 
limits. So, using the previous 
examples, the Direct Primary 
policy would respond to 
both losses and pay without 
regard for the customer’s own 
insurance policy limits and/ 
or coverage.  

Choosing Your 
Coverage
Direct Primary is the most 
common form of Garage 
Keepers Insurance used 
at this time. However, 
upfitting operations are more 
commonly considering Legal 
Liability, as they don’t want to 
be responsible for any loss that 
may cause damage to their 
customers’ vehicles.  
 The argument for Legal 
Liability is that, in order 
to protect one’s own claim 
history and have better control 

over premiums, paying only 
losses for which you are 
directly responsible is the 
more prudent decision.
The argument for Direct 
Primary is that assuring your 
customers that their property 
is covered for any type of 
loss is simply good business. 
It is good for customer 
relationships and overall 
business reputation.
 Note that some insurance 
companies in the work truck 
industry are veering away 
from these three options 
altogether. These insurers 
are now covering the Garage 
Keepers exposure under 
“property of others” and not 
including it — in its traditional 
form — on the policy at all. 
If you have an insurer that 
handles it this way, be aware 
that Direct Primary is the  
only way a claim will be  
paid under the “property of  
others” format. Otherwise, it 
reacts to a claim essentially the 
same way as the more widely 
used Garage Keepers forms 
listed previously.
 To determine which option 
works best for your company, 
discuss the issue with your 
trusted insurance agent. A few 
minutes of conversation will 
make it easy to find the fit for 
your business and protect your 
customers the way you feel  
is appropriate. v

‘care, custody and control’. If 
a customer’s vehicle, while in 
your shop or during delivery, 
was stolen or damaged, you 
would likely feel an obligation 
to partially or fully cover the 
damage. The insurance term 
for this coverage is “Garage 
Keepers Insurance.”
 Garage Keepers Insurance 
can be purchased in different 
ways depending on which 
insurance company you 
choose. Most insurers offer 
coverage options based on 
how much protection you 
want to provide to a customer. 
Garage Keepers Insurance is 
typically written on a “legal 
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ONE COMPANY...GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Plexus® Adhesives are for bonding today’s hard-to-bond engineered plastics, 
advanced composites, metals, and other dissimilar substrates.

• Over 30 years of innovative technology
•  1:1 and 10:1 formulations
•  Chemically fuse composites
•  Low odor/low shrink adhesives
•  Room temperature cure
•  Reduce VOC emissions
•  Minimize or eliminate surface preparation
•  Available in wide range of open times

Plexus Adhesives... Reducing Weight and  
Improving Fuel Economy without  

Sacrificing Strength or Durability!!!

30 Endicott St.
Danvers, MA 01923
855.489.7262
email: plexusinfo@itwadhesives.com
www.itwadhesives.com

As the preferred insurance  
agency of the NTEA,  
JD Fulwiler developed the 
Protection Plus  
program to provide 
the industry with 
underwriting, risk 
assessment and loss 
prevention services.  
JD Fulwiler will shop 
among many top 
insurance carriers with 
which it does business 
to find a coverage 
solution that best meets 
your needs. For more 
information on the 
Business Insurance  
Program, visit NTEA.com 
or call 1-800-441-6832.

WHAT DOES TRUST MEAN TO YOU? Tell us at: www.munciepower.com/trust

   His dad is one of our everyday heroes, keeping our roads safer 
and our homes brighter.  He’s counting on his dad to get home in 
time to tuck him in tonight.  His dad is counting on Muncie 
products to make sure that happens.
 
   At Muncie, we understand that we’re building much more than 
hydraulic components. We’re building trust.

HE’S COUNTING ON US.

MUNCIE POWER PRODUCTS
A MEMBER OF THE INTERPUMP GROUP

800-367-7867
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